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The Board of Directors of Valparaiso University announces a national search for the next president of 

Valparaiso University and invites inquiries, nominations, and applications for the position. 

The Opportunity 

The next president of Valparaiso University will have the opportunity to lead a vibrant and complex 

independent institution with a longstanding national reputation for academic excellence and innovation 

guided by its Lutheran mission and ethos. The freedom to pursue truth and to serve others unites and 

informs the University's academic and spiritual missions within a community that celebrates and 

embraces students, faculty, and staff from all backgrounds and faiths. 

Valparaiso University – or “Valpo” as the University is referred to – offers more than 70 degree programs 

to 3500 students engaged by more than 300 faculty in four colleges: Arts and Sciences, Engineering, 

Nursing and Health Professions, and Business. Valpo also has a distinguished honors college, Christ 

College, and offers more than 40 degree and certificate programs in its Graduate School and Continuing 

Education program. Recognized for its original programs and networks, often national in scope, Valpo 

provides its students with both a transformative liberal arts education and a wide array of professional 

programs that prepare them to lead and serve with a passionate devotion to imagining and creating a 

better society – for the good of their communities, their organizations, and their world. Valpo's academic 

environment has long been recognized as one of the finest in the Midwest by U.S. News and World 

Report and other publications; the steady growth of its programs is reflected in its recent re-classification 

as a Carnegie national Doctoral/Professional University. 

The University’s current president, Mark A. Heckler, Ph.D., is retiring after 12 years of dedicated service. 

Under his leadership, the campus has undergone a transformation in terms of structure, curriculum and 

program development, fundraising, and campus facilities – positioning Valpo to successfully face the 

challenges now and in the future. The next president of Valparaiso University will have the opportunity to 

collaborate with a creative and dedicated faculty, staff, alumni, and student body in building on this 

foundation and propelling the University forward to an exciting new chapter in its history. 

The University’s new president will be an engaging leader with expansive vision and the ability and 

determination necessary to harness the gifts of an extraordinary community ready to work together to 

expand on Valpo’s exceptional legacy. The new president will embrace the institution’s mission – rooted in 

the Lutheran tradition of scholarship, freedom, and faith – and will build upon these tenets in shaping the 

University’s future. The new president will possess the many key attributes necessary to unite the 

University’s community in pursuit of shared strategic priorities – including commitment to the highest 

ideals of the academy, outstanding communications skills, unquestioned integrity, dedication to a strong 

core liberal arts curriculum integrated with high quality professional programs, and the ability to inspire 

innovation. Critical to the new president’s success will be a record of successful leadership at 

organizations that have a profound respect for teaching, learning, scholarship, and service. Successful 

executive level experience leading change, team building, fundraising, and ensuring strategic investment 

of resources is required. 

Information about how to nominate a candidate or to apply for this opportunity may be found later in this 

document in the section entitled “Procedure for Candidacy.”
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The Agenda 

Valparaiso University is a remarkable educational community that stretches from the campus and the city 

of Valparaiso to the University’s global education centers. The Valpo community cares deeply about the 

life and welfare of the University and has high hopes and expectations for its future. As the University 

now moves through an important time of transition, the next president must ensure effective and timely 

communication about key University initiatives and decisions, foster innovation and calculated risk-taking, 

engage in proactive resolution of conflict, emphasize long-term sustainability, and, most of all, reinforce a 

sense that each community member is affirmed and valued. 

Under the leadership of President Mark A. Heckler, Ph.D. and in collaboration with the Board of Directors, 

faculty, staff, alumni, community members, and students, Valpo has: 

▪ implemented an ongoing strategic planning process; 

▪ developed comprehensive master planning efforts that led to significant campus expansion and 

construction including more than six new campus facilities; 

▪ launched new academic programs, including physician assistant studies, bioengineering, business 

analytics, cyber security, data science, music therapy, supply chain and logistics, interdisciplinary 

business and engineering, and occupational therapy; 

▪ created the Institute for Leadership and Service; 

▪ created the Presidential Commission for an Inclusive Valparaiso Community (CIVC), which serves to 

determine, coordinate, and advance the initiatives Valparaiso University needs to implement its vision 

to become a more inclusive and equitable community; 

▪ commenced strategic efforts to add generosity to Valpo’s core of student development, alongside its 

longstanding commitment to leadership and service; and 

▪ launched Valpo’s first ever endowment campaign, Forever Valpo: The Campaign for Our Future with 

more than half of the $250 million goal reached before the public kickoff. 

Building on these achievements, the following represent some of the immediate opportunities that the 

new president will address during the first two to three years in office. 
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Unite the Community Behind a Vision for the University's Future 

Valparaiso University looks to the future with strong academic programs, talented and committed faculty 

and staff, an attractive and well-equipped campus, talented and engaged students, and a supportive 

constituency. Building on this foundation the Valpo community is poised for thoughtful innovation and the 

changes necessary to sustain its success. Focusing on the institution's values and mission, the president 

will engage the entirety of the University community in considering its future path. Among the foremost 

priorities that will drive the University's thinking will be its deep and abiding commitment to its students; 

the need to clearly articulate Valpo's Lutheran identity; and the need to establish clear priorities for future 

investment – particularly in light of the evolving needs of an increasingly diverse community and the 

shifting expectations of students and their families.  

Among the most important topics to address will be: 

▪ the optimal size of the University and of its various academic units and programs; 

▪ the desired balance of undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education; and  

▪ the appropriate allocation of resources to support extracurricular activities, including athletics. 

Build a Sustainable Financial Model 

In recent years, Valparaiso University’s financial operations have been pressured by the closing of its law 

school, the downward trend in student enrollment, the 10-to-1 student-to-faculty ratio; and an increase 

in tuition discount rates, now over 60%. These circumstances have resulted in operating deficits the last 

several years, which, though carefully managed through expense reductions and a temporary increase in 

endowment spending, cannot be sustained indefinitely without more significant changes to Valpo's 

budget model. Though the University has invested in attractive new programs designed to enhance 

enrollment, these and other programs with the highest growth potential will require additional resources 

to flourish. A program prioritization review has been conducted and comprehensive recommendations to 

reallocate resources are being implemented, paving the way for the new president to articulate, develop, 

and implement a sustainable financial plan for the years ahead. 

Sustain Excellence/Encourage Innovation 

Valparaiso University’s academic programs are widely recognized as innovative, creative, and excellent. 

These strengths describe both liberal arts and professional programs, including more recent programs 

developed in the health sciences and engineering, and a number of creative interdisciplinary initiatives. A 

strong spirit of cooperation between departments and colleges is a Valpo hallmark, as is thoughtful 

integration of academic, co-curricular, and student activities. An analysis of enrollment trends and market 

demand has informed the creation of new degree programs, recommendations for reductions, as well as 

more expanded online offerings, particularly at the graduate level. The new president will support and 

accelerate efforts to optimize the mix of academic programs, assuring academic excellence while 

encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship that responds proactively to changing market interests and 

new audiences. Further, the president will ensure that appropriate resources are allocated to proactively 

market programs to the audiences they are designed to engage.  
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Stabilize Enrollment 

The University is keenly aware of the current and future national demographic trends and market 

challenges that have impacted student enrollment in recent years. Valpo's recently launched marketing, 

recruitment, and retention initiatives have had a positive impact, and despite the current pandemic 

challenges, enrollment numbers for fall 2020 are nearly on track to meet goals; plus the retention rate 

has seen a recent increase to 84%. Moving forward, maintaining the right mix of academic and co-

curricular programs, coupled with an appropriate level of strategic investment in enrollment management 

and marketing efforts, will be of crucial importance for maintaining and growing enrollment.  

Like many institutions, Valpo must carefully balance its vision and its financial resources. As a private 

institution with a strong teaching and service mission, the University is both tuition-dependent and 

committed to providing the resources needed to ensure a high quality education. Attracting, enrolling, 

and meeting the financial needs of students who desire to share in the University’s educational 

community is critical and will be a primary priority for the next president. 

Strengthen Diversity and Inclusion  

Valpo recognizes that building a more diverse and inclusive community is a matter of both mission (its 

Lutheran calling to serve the world) and relevance (as the face of America and the world changes). It is 

also a community that values the intrinsic worth of its members, recognizes their shared qualities and 

abilities, and embraces their differences. While the University has made progress in recruiting a more 

diverse student body, progress in diversifying and retaining diverse faculty and staff has been more 

challenging. There is a deep support for doing more, and the new president will lead the way in this 

endeavor in both actions and words that cultivate, sustain, and continuously develop an environment in 

which diversity and equity is sought intentionally and inclusion is practiced. 

Sustain Fundraising Momentum/Build the Endowment 

Valpo has benefitted greatly from a strong institutional advancement program and a remarkable tradition 

of generous supporters. The results can be seen across the campus – in the academic program, student 

scholarships, campus facilities, and an endowment of nearly $260 million. Valpo’s current campaign 

expects to surpass its $250 million goal by its completion in June 2021. The task for the new president 

and their administration will be to build on this record of achievement with a strong focus on growing the 

endowment. In pursuit of this initiative, the president will benefit from a prospect pool that has grown 

considerably both in size and affinity during the course of the current campaign. 
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Desired Leadership Attributes and Characteristics for Valpo's 

President 

Professional Qualifications 

▪ Business acumen with extensive skills in financial management including hands-on complex 

budgeting experience.  

▪ Demonstrated success with strategic planning and in articulating a clear and credible vision while 

operating with the necessary speed and agility required for making smart business decisions. 

▪ Intelligent risk-taking, change management, and innovative leadership experience. 

▪ Successful experience in fundraising and the ability to continue Valparaiso University’s high level of 

campaign and donation achievement.  

▪ A record of successful higher education leadership and administration with extensive experience in 

enrollment management. 

▪ Post-secondary teaching experience and an advanced degree in a discipline offered at the University. 

▪ The ability to plan for and respond to a crisis quickly and decisively as required by the situation. 

Personal Qualities 

▪ A genuine and strong Christian faith, an articulated sense of vocation, and membership in a 

worshipping community. 

▪ A demonstrated commitment to diversity and inclusion. 

▪ The highest integrity; the ability to work comfortably with a high degree of transparency, and the 

skills to engender trust and build relationships. 

▪ The ability to communicate expertly, clearly, and compellingly and having bold and inspirational 

characteristics while also demonstrating the ability to listen carefully and empathetically. 
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Procedure for Candidacy 

Inquiries, nominations, and applications are invited. Review of applications will begin immediately and will 

continue until an appointment is made. Candidates should provide a curriculum vitae and a letter of 

application that addresses the responsibilities and requirements described in this Leadership Profile.  

To ensure full consideration, please submit materials as soon as possible. Applications received after 

August 7, 2020 may be considered at the discretion of the Search Committee. These materials should be 

sent electronically via e-mail to Valpo's consultants – Dennis Barden, Elizabeth Bohan, Veena Abraham, 

J.D., and Jessica Herrington at ValpoPres@wittkieffer.com.  

The search will be conducted with full confidentiality for candidates through the entirety of 

the search process. 

For more information about the University, please visit: www.valpo.edu 

For more information about the search, please visit: https://www.valpo.edu/presidentialsearch 

For more information about the city of Valparaiso, please visit: www.valpochamber.org 

 

Valparaiso University is an equal-opportunity, affirmative-action employer. See https://www.valpo.edu/general-
counsel/policies/equal-opportunity-policy/ for a detailed statement of its practices. 
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